We present TableBank, a new image-based table detection and recognition dataset built with novel weak supervision from Word and Latex documents on the internet. Existing research for image-based table detection and recognition usually fine-tunes pre-trained models on out-of-domain data with a few thousands human labeled examples, which is difficult to generalize on real world applications. With TableBank that contains 417K high-quality labeled tables, we build several strong baselines using state-of-the-art models with deep neural networks. We make TableBank publicly available 1 and hope it will empower more deep learning approaches in the table detection and recognition task.
Introduction
and recognition is an important task in many document analysis applications as tables often present essential information in a structured way. It is a difficult problem due to varying layouts and formats of the tables as shown in Figure 1 . Conventional techniques for table analysis have been proposed based on layout analysis of documents. Most of these techniques fail to generalize because they rely on hand crafted features which are not robust to layout variations. Recently, the rapid development of deep learning in computer vision has significantly boosted the data-driven image-based approaches for table analysis. The advantage of the images-based table analysis lies in its robustness to document types, making no assumption of whether scanned images of pages or natively-digital document formats. Therefore, large-scale end-to-end deep learning models become feasible for achieving better performance.
Existing deep learning based table analysis models usually fine-tune pre-trained object detection models with several thousands human labeled training instances, while still difficult to scale up in real world applications. For instance, we found that models trained on data similar to Figure 1a 1b 1c would not perform well on Figure 1d because the table layouts and colors are so different. Therefore, enlarging the training data should be the only way to build open-domain table analysis models with deep learning. Deep learning models are massively more complex than most traditional models, where many standard deep learning models today have hundreds of millions of free parameters and require considerably more labeled training data. In practice, the cost and inflexibility of hand-labeling such training sets is the key bottleneck to actually deploying deep learning models. It is well known that ImageNet [Russakovsky et al., 2015] and COCO [Lin et al., 2014] are two popular image classification and object detection datasets that are built in a crowd sourcing way, while they are both expensive and time-consuming to create, taking months or years for large benchmark sets. Fortunately, there exists a large amount of digital documents on the internet such as Word and Latex source files. It is instrumental if some weak supervision can be applied to these online documents for labeling tables.
To address the need for a standard open domain table benchmark dataset, we propose a novel weak supervision approach to automatically create the TableBank, which is orders of magnitude larger than existing human labeled datasets for table analysis. Distinct from traditional weakly supervised training set, our approach can obtain not only large scale but also high quality training data. Nowadays, there are a great number of electronic documents on the web such as Microsoft Word (.docx) and Latex (.tex) files. These online documents contain mark-up tags for tables in their source code by nature. Intuitively, we can manipulate these source code by adding bounding box using the mark-up language within each document. For Word documents, the internal Office XML code can be modified where the borderline of each table is identified. For Latex documents, the tex code can be also modified where bounding boxes of tables are recognized. In this way, high-quality labeled data is created for a variety of domains such as business documents, official fillings, research papers etc, which is tremendously beneficial for large-scale table analysis tasks.
The TableBank dataset totally consists of 417,234 high quality labeled tables as well as their original documents in a variety of domains. To verify the effectiveness of Following these works, there is a great deal of research work [Hirayama, 1995; Green and Krishnamoorthy, 1995; Tupaj et al., 1996; Hu et al., 1999; Gatos et al., 2005; Shafait and Smith, 2010] focus on improving rule-based systems. Although these methods perform well on some documents, they require extensive human efforts to figure out better rules, while sometimes failing to generalize to documents from other sources. Therefore, it is inevitable to leverage statistical approaches in table detection.
Table Detection
To address the need of generalization, statistical machine learning approaches have been proposed to alleviate these problems. Kieninger and Dengel were one of the first to apply unsupervised learning method to the table detection task back in 1998. Their recognition process differs significantly from previous approaches as it realizes a bottom-up clustering of given word segments, whereas conventional table structure recognizers all rely on the detection of some separators such as delineation or significant white space to analyze a page from the top-down. In 2002, Cesarini et al. started to use supervised learning method by means of a hierarchical representation based on the MXY tree. The algorithm can be adapted to recognize tables with different features by maximizing the performance on an appropriate training set. After that, table detection has been cast into a set of different machine learning problems such as sequence labeling [Silva and e., 2009] , feature engineering with SVM [Kasar et al., 2013] and also ensemble a set of models [Fan and Kim, 2015] including Naive Bayes, logistic regression, and SVM. The application of machine learning methods has significantly improved table detection accuracy.
Recently, the rapid development of deep learning in computer vision has a profound impact on the data-driven imagebased approaches for table detection. The advantage of the images-based table detection is two-fold: First, it is robust to document types by making no assumption of whether scanned images of pages or natively-digital document formats. Second, it reduces the efforts of hand-crafted feature engineering in conventional machine learning. Hao et al. first used convolutional neural networks in table detection, where some table-like areas are selected first by some loose rules, and then the convolutional networks are built and refined to determine whether the selected areas are tables or not. In addition, the Faster R-CNN model has been also used in table detection. Schreiber et al. presented a system that is totally data-driven and does not need any heuristics or metadata to detect as well as to recognize tabular structures on the IC-DAR 2013 dataset. At the same time, Gilani et al. achieved state-of-the-art performance using the Faster R-CNN model on the UNLV dataset. Despite the success of applying deep learning models, most of these methods fine-tunes pre-trained models on out-of-domain data with just a few thousands human labeled examples, which is still difficult to be practicable in real world applications. Till now, there is not any standard benchmark training dataset for both table detection and recognition. Therefore, we make the TableBank dataset publicly available and hope it can release the power of many deep learning approaches.
Table Structure Recognition
Table structure recognition aims to identify the row and column layout information for a table.
The research of table structure recognition also includes rule-based approaches [Chandran and Kasturi, 1993; Itonori, 1993; Green and Krishnamoorthy, 1995; Hirayama, 1995; Kieninger and Dengel, 1998 ] and machine learning based approaches [Hu et al., 2000] . Recently, Schreiber et al. used the same deep learning based object detection model with pre-processing to recognize the row and column structures for the ICDAR 2013 dataset. Similarly, existing methods usually leveraged no training data or only small scale training data for this task. Distinct from existing research, We use the TableBank dataset to verify the data-driven end-to-end model for structure recognition. To the best of our knowledge, the TableBank dataset is the first large scale dataset for both table detection and recognition tasks.
Data Collection
Basically, we create the TableBank dataset using two different file types: Word documents and Latex documents. Both file types contain mark-up tags for tables in their source code by nature. Next, we introduce the details in three steps: document acquisition, creating table detection dataset and table structure recognition dataset.
Document Acquisition
We crawl Word documents from the internet. The documents are all in '.docx' format since we can edit the internal Office XML code to add bounding boxes. Since we do not filter the document language, the documents contains English, Chinese, Japanese, Arabic and other languages. This makes the dataset more diverse and robust to real applications.
Latex documents are different from Word documents because they need other resources to be compiled into PDF files. Therefore, we cannot only crawl the '.tex' file from the internet. Instead, we use documents from the largest pre-print database arXiv.org as well as their source code. We download the Latex source code from 2014 to 2018 through bulk data access in arXiv. The language of the documents is mainly English. Intuitively, we can manipulate the source code by adding bounding box using the mark-up language within each document. The processing pipeline is shown in Figure 2 . For Word documents, we add the bounding boxes to tables through editing the internal Office XML code within each document. Actually, each '.docx' file is a compressed archive file. There exists a 'document.xml' file in the decompressed folder of the '.docx' file. In the XML file, the code snippets between the tags '<w:tbl>' and '</w:tbl>' usually represent a table in the Word document, which is shown in Figure 3 . We modified the code snippets in the XML file so that the table borders can be changed into a distinguishable color compared to other parts of the document. Figure 3 shows that we have added a green bounding box in the PDF file where the table is perfectly identified. Finally, we get PDF pages from Word documents that contain at least one table in each page.
3.2
For Latex documents, we use a special command in the Tex grammar 'fcolorbox' to add the bounding box to tables. Typically, the tables in Latex documents are usually in the format as follows:
\ c e n t e r i n g \ b e g i n { t a b u l a r }{} . . . \ end { t a b u l a r } \ end { t a b l e } We insert the 'fcolorbox' command to the table's code as follows and re-compile the Latex documents. Meanwhile, we also define a special color so that the border is distinguishable. The overall process is similar to Word documents. Finally, we get PDF pages from Latex documents that contain at least one table in each page.
\ c e n t e r i n g \ s e t l e n g t h {\ f b o x s e p }{1 p t } \ f c o l o r b o x { b o r d e r c o l o r }{ w h i t e }{ \ b e g i n { t a b u l a r }{} . . . \ end { t a b u l a r }} \ end { t a b l e } To obtain ground truth labels, we extract the annotations from the generated PDF documents. For each page in the annotated PDF documents, we also add the bounding boxes to Figure 3 : The tables can be identified and labeled from "<w:tbl>" and "</w:tbl>" tags in the Office XML code the tables in the original page with the white color so that the two pages align in the same position. Then, we simply compare two pages in the pixel-level so that we can find the different pixels and get the upper left point of the tables as well as the width and height parameters. In this way, we totally create 417,234 labeled tables from the crawled documents. We randomly sample 1,000 examples from the dataset and manually check the bounding boxes of tables. We observe that only 5 of them are incorrectly labeled, which demonstrates the high quality of this dataset.
Table Structure Recognition
Table structure recognition aims to identify the row and column layout structure for the tables especially in non-digital document formats such as scanned images. Existing table structure recognition models usually identify the layout information as well as textual content of the cells, while textual content recognition is not the focus of this work. Therefore, we define the task as follows: given a table in the image format, generating an HTML tag sequence that represents the arrangement of rows and columns as well as the type of table cells. In this way, we can automatically create the structure recognition dataset from the source code of Word and Latex documents. For Word documents, we simply transform the original XML information from documents into the HTML tag sequence. For Latex documents, we first use the LaTeXML toolkit 3 to generate XML from Latex, then transform the XML into HTML. A simple example is shown in Figure 4 , where we use '<cell y>' to denotes the cells with content and '<cell n>' to represent the cells without content. After filtering the noise, we create a total of 145,463 training instances from the Word and Latex documents. Table Detection We use the Faster R-CNN model as the baseline. Due to the success of ImageNet and COCO competition, the Faster R-CNN model has been the de facto implementation that is widespread in computer vision area. In 2013, the R-CNN model [Girshick et al., 2013] was first proposed to solve the object detection problem. After that, Girshick also proposed the Fast R-CNN model that improves training and testing speed while also increasing detection accuracy. Both two models use selective search to find out the region proposals, while selective search is a slow and time-consuming process affecting the performance of the network. Distinct from two previous methods, the Faster R-CNN method introduces a Region Proposal Network (RPN) that shares fullimage convolutional features with the detection network, thus enabling nearly cost-free region proposals. Furthermore, the model merges RPN and Fast R-CNN into a single network by sharing their convolutional features so that the network can be trained in an end-to-end way. The overall architecture of Faster R-CNN in shown in Figure 5 .
We leverage the image-to-text model as the baseline. The image-to-text model has been widely used in image captioning, video description, and many other applications. A typical image-to-text model includes an encoder for the image input and a decoder for the text output. In this work, we use the image-to-markup model [Deng et al., 2016] as the baseline to train models on the TableBank dataset. The overall architecture of the image-to-text model is shown in Figure 6 . 
Data and Metrics
The statistics of TableBank is shown in Table 1 . To evaluate table detection, we sample 2,000 document images from Word and Latex documents respectively, where 1,000 images for validation and 1,000 images for testing. Each sampled image contains at least one table. Meanwhile, we also evaluate our model on the ICDAR 2013 dataset to verify the effectiveness of TableBank. To evaluate table structure recognition, we sample 500 tables each for validation and testing from Word documents and Latex documents respectively. The entire training and testing data will be made available to the public soon. For table detection, we calculate the precision, recall and F1 in the same way as in [Gilani et al., 2017] , where the metrics for all documents are computed by summing up the area of overlap, prediction and ground truth. For table structure recognition, we use the 4-gram BLEU score as the evaluation metric with a single reference. Task  Word  Latex  Word+Latex  Table detection 163,417 253,817 417,234 Table structure recognition  56,866 88,597 145,463 [Girshick et al., 2018 ] to train models on the TableBank. Detectron is a high-quality and high-performance codebase for object detection research, which supports many state-ofthe-art algorithms. In this task, we use the Faster R-CNN algorithm with the ResNeXt [Xie et al., 2016] as the backbone network architecture, where the parameters are pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset. All baselines are trained using 4×P100 NVIDIA GPUs using data parallel sync SGD with a minibatch size of 16 images. For other parameters, we use the default values in Detectron. During testing, the confidence threshold of generating bounding boxes is set to 90%.
For table structure recognition, we use the open source framework OpenNMT [Klein et al., 2017] to train the imageto-text model. OpenNMT is mainly designed for neural machine translation, which supports many encoder-decoder frameworks. In this task, we train our model using the imageto-text method in OpenNMT. The model is also trained using 4×P100 NVIDIA GPUs with the learning rate of 0.1 and batch size of 24. In this task, the vocabulary size of the output space is small, including <tabular>, </tabular>, <thead>, </thead>, <tbody>, </tbody>, <tr>, </tr>, <td>, </td>, <cell y>, <cell n>. For other parameters, we use the default values in OpenNMT.
Results
The evaluation results of table detection models are shown in Table 2 . We observe that models perform well on the same domain. For instance, the ResNeXt-152 model trained with Word documents achieves an F1 score of 0.9166 on the Word dataset, which is much higher than the F1 score (0.8094) on Latex documents. Meanwhile, the ResNeXt-152 model trained with Latex documents achieves an F1 score of 0.9810 on the Latex dataset, which is also much higher than testing on the Word documents (0.8863). This indicates that the tables from different types of documents have different visual appearance. Therefore, we cannot simply rely on transfer learning techniques to obtain good table detection models with small scale training data. When combining training data with Word and Latex documents, the accuracy of larger models is comparable to models trained on the same domain, while it performs better on the Word+Latex dataset. This verifies that model trained with larger data generalizes better on different domains, which illustrates the importance of creating larger benchmark dataset.
In addition, we also evaluate our models on the ICDAR 2013 table competition dataset. Among all the models, the Latex ResNeXt-152 model achieves the best F1 score of 0.9625, which is better than the ResNeXt-152 model trained on Word+Latex dataset (0.9328). This shows that the domain of the ICDAR 2013 dataset is more similar to the Latex documents. Furthermore, we evaluate the model trained with the DeepFigures dataset [Siegel et al., 2018] that contains more than one million training instances, which achieves an F1 score of 0.8918. This also indicates that more training data does not always lead to better results and might introduce some noise. Therefore, we not only need large scale training data but also high quality data. The evaluation results of table structure recognition are shown in Table 3 . We observe that the image-to-text models also perform better on the same domain. The model trained on Word documents performs much better on the Word test set than the Latex test set and vice versa. Similarly, the model accuracy of the Word+Latex model is comparable to other models on Word and Latex domains and better on the mixeddomain dataset. This demonstrates that the mixed-domain model might generalize better in real world applications.
Analysis
For table detection, we sample some incorrect examples from evaluation data for the case study. Figure 7 gives three typical errors of detection results. The first error type is partialdetection, where only part of the tables can be identified and some information is missing. The second error type is un-detection, where some tables in the documents cannot be identified. The third error type is mis-detection, where figures and text blocks in the documents are sometimes identified as tables. Taking the ResNeXt-152 model for Word+Latex as an example, the number of un-detected tables is 164. Compared with ground truth tables (2,525), the un-detection rate is 6.5%. Meanwhile, the number of misdetected tables is 86 compared with the total predicted tables being 2,450. Therefore, the mis-detection rate is 3.5%. Finally, the number of partial-detected tables is 57, leading to a partial-detection rate of 2.3%. This illustrates that there is plenty of room to improve the accuracy of the detection models, especially for un-detection and mis-detection cases.
For table structure recognition, we observe that the model accuracy reduces as the length of output becomes larger. Taking the image-to-text model for Word+Latex as an example, the number of exact match between the output and ground truth is shown in Table 4 . We can see that the ratio of exact match is around 50% for the HTML sequences that are less than 40 tokens. As the number of tokens becomes larger, the ratio reduces dramatically to 8.6%, indicating that it is more difficult to recognize big and complex tables. In general, the model totally generates the correct output for 338 tables. We believe enlarging the training data will further improve the current model especially for tables with complex row and column layouts, which will be our next-step effort. Table 4 : Number of exact match between the generated HTML tag sequence and ground truth sequence
Conclusion
To empower the research of table detection and structure recognition for document analysis, we introduce the For future research, we will further enlarge the TableBank from more domains with high quality. Moreover, we plan to build a dataset with multiple labels such as tables, figures, headings, subheadings, text blocks and more. In this way, we may obtain fine-grained models that can distinguish different parts of documents.
